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In molecular J-aggregates one often observes an increase of the fluorescence decay time when
increasing the temperature from 0 K. This phenomenon is usually attributed to the thermal
population of the dark Frenkel exciton states that lie above the superradiant bottom state of the
exciton band. In this paper, we study this effect for a homogeneous one-dimensional aggregate in a
host medium and we model the scattering between different exciton states as arising from their
coupling to the host vibrations. A Pauli master equation is used to describe the redistribution of
excitons over the band. The rates entering this equation are calculated within the framework of
first-order perturbation theory, assuming a linear on-site interaction between excitons and acoustic
phonons. Solving the master equation numerically for aggregates of up to 100 molecules, we
calculate the temperature dependence of the fluorescence kinetics in general and the decay time
scale in particular. The proper definition of the fluorescence decay time is discussed in detail. We
demonstrate that, even at a quantum yield of unity, the possibility to directly interpret fluorescence
experiments in terms of a simple radiative time scale depends crucially on the initial excitation
conditions in combination with the competition between spontaneous emission and intraband
phonon-assisted relaxation. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1499483#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of one-dimensional~1D! Frenkel excitons1,2

has proven to be very useful in explaining the lo
temperature optical properties of molecular aggregates
conjugated polymers~for reviews, see Refs. 3–5, and refe
ences therein!. One of the remarkable features of 1D Frenk
exciton systems is that only a few states accumulate the
tire oscillator strength. As long as the chain length is sm
compared to the emission wavelength, this leads to an
hancement of the corresponding spontaneous emission
by approximately a factor ofN over the radiative rate of a
single molecule. HereN denotes the number of molecules
the chain or, in the case of a disordered chain, the numbe
molecules within a localization domain of the excitons.6–8

For a perfectly ordered aggregate whose length exceed
emission wavelength, the enhancement factor saturates a
number of molecules within this wavelength.9,10

Experiments on various types of cyanine J-aggregate
~glassy! solution, in particular 1,1’-diethyl-2,2’-cyanine
~PIC!,11–15 5,5’,6,6’-tetrachloro-1,1’-diethyl-3,3’-di~4-
sulfobutyl!-benzimidazolo carbocyanine~TDBC!,16 1,1’-
diethyl-3,3’-bis~sulfopropyl!-5,5’,6,6’-tetrachlorobenzimida-
6200021-9606/2002/117(13)/6200/14/$19.00
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carbocyanine ~BIC!,17 and 3,3’-bis~sulfopropyl!-5,5’-
dichloro-9-ethylthiacarbocyanine~THIATS!,18 have revealed
that the exciton radiative lifetime grows with increasing te
perature. Typically, the temperature dependence consists
plateau that extends to several tens of Kelvin, followed b
powerlike growth of the lifetime at higher temperatures. Th
slowing down of the aggregate’s radiative dynamics is u
ally attributed to the thermal population of higher excito
states, which in J-aggregates have oscillator strengths
are small compared to those of the optically active states n
the bottom of the exciton band.8,12,13

The first attempt to fit the experimental data on PIC
ported in Ref. 11 was based on a microscopic model of Fr
kel excitons coupled to the vibrations of the aggreg
itself.19 An integrodifferential equation of motion for th
populations of the exciton states, derived by eliminating
phonon variables through a factorization, was used to
scribe the exciton dynamics. Assuming this dynamics to
dominated by an optical phonon of suitable frequency,
experimental data were fitted reasonably well over the en
temperature range. However, after correction of the exp
mental data for the temperature dependence of the quan
0 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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yield,15 it turned out impossible to fit the experiments by t
theory developed in Ref. 19, unless PIC J-aggregates w
assumed to be two-dimensional.20 The issue of structure an
dimensionality of cyanine J-aggregates in solution is a d
cult and intriguing one. While usually assumed to be 1D,
nearly linear temperature dependence of the exciton radia
lifetime measured in BIC aggregates has led to the con
sion that these aggregates would be really two-dimensio
as well.17 The rationale for this conclusion was the similari
of this ~linear! dependence to the behavior observed in qu
two-dimensional semiconductor nanostructures.21 On the
other hand, the exciton radiative lifetime of THIATS aggr
gates can be understood in terms of a one-dimensi
model, provided that the Davydov splitting2 is correctly ac-
counted for.18 Moreover, recent cryogenic transmission ele
tron microscopy images have revealed that PIC aggregat
solution do in fact assume a one-dimensional structure
which a few molecular chains bundle up to form o
aggregate.22

The state of affairs described above calls for a renew
critical discussion of the temperature dependent radia
lifetime of J-aggregates. The present paper contributes
eral new elements to this discussion. In particular, we w
point out the important role of the experimental excitati
conditions in relation to the competition between sponta
ous emission and vibration-assisted intraband exciton re
ation.

It is important to realize that in all the above quot
measurements of the exciton radiative lifetime,11–18 the sys-
tem was excited in the blue tail of the absorption band, wh
the fluorescence was observed either within the entire b
or at a particular energy close to the absorption maximu
Thus, between the absorption and emission events an a
tional step existed: the vibration-assisted relaxation from
initially excited states to the radiating ones. From this it
immediately clear that the ratio between the rates of t
processes, namely vibration-assisted intraband exciton re
ation and exciton spontaneous emission, determines the
netics of the fluorescence decay. Two limiting cases can
distinguished. If the intraband relaxation is faster than
spontaneous emission, the population of the excited sta
rapidly transferred to the radiating state, whereupon this s
will slowly ~on the scale of the intraband relaxation! radiate.
In this limit, it is the spontaneous emissionrate that deter-
mines the rate of the exciton fluorescence decay. Analyz
this decay properly~quantum yield correction, etc.!, one may
extract from such measurements the actual exciton radia
decay time. In the opposite limit, it is the slowintraband
relaxation that acts as bottleneck in the exciton fluoresce
decay and thus governs the measured lifetime. It is then
likely that one obtains accurate information about the exci
radiative lifetime from such experiments. Rather, it see
that then the only way to properly measure the exciton
diative lifetime is to resonantly excite the exciton fluore
cence. This may be done using accumulated photon e
experiments. However, as we will show in this paper, ev
under resonant excitation, it is not always easy to extr
information about the exciton radiative lifetime from spe
troscopic data.
Downloaded 23 Aug 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
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The goal of this paper, motivated by the above obser
tions, is a systematic analysis of the temperature depend
of the fluorescence decay time of 1D Frenkel excitons un
various excitation conditions, taking into account the effe
of intraband exciton relaxation. As the physics of the abo
noted effects does not depend strongly on whether the
tem is disordered or not,23 we will restrict our study to the
simplest case of an ordered aggregate, where these ef
can be demonstrated in their purest form. A study of
additional effects of disorder will be deferred to a later pu
lication. We will assume that the relaxation dynamics of t
excitons in the aggregate is governed by their coupling
vibrations in the host medium,24–27 rather than to vibrations
of the aggregate itself.19 The exciton dynamics will be de
scribed at the level of a Pauli master equation for the po
lations of the exciton states. The vibration-assisted pop
tion transfer rates governing this equation are obtain
within a first-order perturbation expansion in a line
exciton–phonon interaction. As we mainly aim to study t
low-temperature behavior of the exciton fluorescence, we
cus on a coupling to acoustic phonons. The thus obtai
master equation is solved numerically to describe the fl
rescence kinetics both as a function of time and temperat
As the case of fast relaxation is rather uninteresting~because
the excitons reach thermal equilibrium before emission!, we
will throughout this paper mostly focus on the case of sl
relaxation. By this we mean that at least the zero-tempera
intraband relaxation rates are small compared to the supe
diant emission rate.

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we pres
the model Hamiltonian of Frenkel excitons interacting w
host vibrations. The Pauli master equation for the exci
populations is introduced in Sec. III. Section IV deals w
calculating the exciton scattering rates that enter this eq
tion. In Sec. V, we demonstrate that the proper definition o
fluorescence decay time is a subtle problem and is in
affected by the competition between radiative decay and
traband relaxation. Our numerical results for the tempera
dependence of the exciton fluorescence decay time in di
ent limits of this competition and for different initial excita
tion conditions are given and discussed in Sec. VI. Fina
we conclude in Sec. VII.

II. MODEL HAMILTONIAN

We model an aggregate asN (N@1) optically active
two-level molecules forming a regular 1D lattice with spa
ing a. If the aggregate is considered fixed in its equilibriu
geometry, its optical excitations are described by the Fren
exciton Hamiltonian,2

Hex5 (
n51

N

en
0un&^nu1(

n,m

N

Jnmun&^mu. ~1!

Here, un& is the state with moleculen of the aggregate ex
cited and all other molecules in their ground state. This ba
state has energyen

05e01Un
0 , with e0 the energy of the ex-

cited state of an isolated molecule andUn
05(sUns

0 the shift
due to the interactionsUns of the nth excited molecule with
all other aggregate and host molecules in their ground st
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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~the superscript ‘‘0’’ indicates that these interactions a
taken for the molecular equilibrium positions!. As we will
not consider effects of electronic disorder, all energiesen are
assumed identical and from now on will be set to zero. Lik
wise, disorder in the excitation hopping integralsJnm will not
be considered. These interactions are assumed to b
dipole–dipole origin, Jnm52J/un2mu3(Jnn[0), where
2J is the nearest-neighbor coupling. We will takeJ to be
positive, as is appropriate for J-aggregates.11–13 Then, the
optically allowed states are those in the vicinity of the b
tom of the exciton band.

Accounting for all dipole–dipole interactions, th
Hamiltonian Eq.~1! can be diagonalized with a precision
the order ofN21 ~see Ref. 28!,

Hex5(
K

Ek uk&^ku, ~2!

with the new basis

uk&5S 2

N11D 1/2

(
n51

N

sinS pkn

N11D un&, ~3a!

and

Ek522J(
n51

N
1

n3
cosS pkn

N11D . ~3b!

Here,k51,2,. . . ,N. For future use it is convenient to intro
duce the compact notation~wavenumber! K5pk/(N11).
The statek51 lies at the bottom of the exciton band. Ne
the bottom (k!N or K!1) and in the limit of largeN,28 the
exciton dispersion relation reads

Ek522.404J1J~ 3
2 2 ln K!K2. ~4!

For comparison, within the nearest-neighbor approximat
one obtainsEk522J1JK2.

The oscillator strengths of the exciton states near
bottom of the band are given by

Fk5
2

N11 S (
n51

N

sinKnD 2

5
12~21!k

N11

4

K2 . ~5!

Here, the oscillator strength of a single molecule is set
unity. According to Eq.~5!, the bottom statek51 ~with en-
ergy E1522.404J) accumulates almost the entire oscillat
strength,F150.81(N11); it is referred to as the superrad
ant state. The oscillator strengths of the other odd statek
53,5,. . . ) are much smaller,Fk5F1 /k2, while the even
states (k52,4,. . . ) carry no oscillator strength at all,Fk

50. We note that the small corrections to the sine wa
functions in Eq.~3a! due to the long-range dipole–dipo
interactions, lead to a small change in the superradiant p
actor, which for aggregates of 100 molecules reads 0.8N
11) instead of 0.81~N11!.7

Thermal motion of the surrounding molecules as well
the molecules of the aggregate itself, result in fluctuations
both the on-site energiesen ~due to the fluctuations inUn

5(sUns) and the dipole–dipole interactionsJmn . This
causes scattering of the excitons from one stateuk& to other
statesuk8&. In this paper, we only deal explicitly with th
Downloaded 23 Aug 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
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on-site part of the exciton-vibration coupling and neglect
intermolecular part. Assuming linear coupling, the releva
interaction Hamiltonian reads2

Hex2vib5 (
n51

N

(
q

Vnqun&^nuaq1h.c., ~6!

Here,Vnq is the on-site coupling constant of the normal v
bration modeq to the moleculen and theq-summation runs
over all normal modes of the entire system~aggregate
1host!. Furthermore,aq and aq

† are the usual creation an
annihilation operators. As our main interest lies in the lo
temperature (,100 K! behavior of the exciton radiative life
time, we will focus on the interaction of excitons with acou
tic phonons of relatively long wavelengths. We then ha
~see Ref. 2 and Appendix A!

Vnq5 i S uqu
2Mva

D 1/2

xnq eiq•Rn, ~7!

where the mode label now stands forq5(q,a), q being the
wave vector of the acoustic modeq anda labeling two trans-
verse (a51,2) and one longitudinal (a53) polarizations.
Furthermore,M denotes the mass of the entire system,va is
the velocity of sound waves with polarizationa, andRn is
the position vector of thenth molecule in the aggregate
Finally, xnq @defined in Eq.~A7!# does not depend on th
magnitude ofq, while its dependence on the orientation ofq
is smooth. The;Auqu scaling ofVnq expresses the fact tha
the coupling of excitons to acoustic phonons diminishes
the long wavelength limit.

Within the exciton representation, the Hamiltonian E
~6! takes the form

Hex2vib5 (
k,k851

N

(
q

Vkk8
q uk&^k8uaq1h.c., ~8!

where the exciton–phonon couplingVkk8
q is given by

Vkk8
q

5 i S uqu
2Mva

D 1/2

3
2

N11 (
n51

N

xnqe
iq•Rn sin~Kn!sin~K8n!. ~9!

In this paper, we distinguish two models for th
Rn-dependence ofxnq . In the first one, we assume no d
pendence,xnq5xq . This corresponds to the situation of a
aggregate placed in a crystalline host. In the second mo
xnq is regarded a stochastic function of the molecular po
tion, having the correlation properties,

^xnq&50, ~10a!

^xnqxn8q&5xq
2dnn8 . ~10b!

This may serve as a model to describe exciton–phonon c
pling for an aggregate placed inside a disordered host.
Kronecker symbol in Eq.~10b! implies that the surrounding
of different molecules in the aggregate are not correlated

Throughout this paper, we assume that the excito
phonon coupling is too weak to renormalize the exciton ba
structure and wave functions~no polaron effects! and, thus,
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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can be treated as a perturbation. This allows us, first, to
culate the rates of the intraband exciton scattering (k→k8)
using first-order perturbation theory, and second, to exp
the Pauli master equation for describing the kinetics of
intraband exciton relaxation. As we will see, both models
xnq introduced above, lead to analytical expressions for
exciton scattering rates.

III. THE PAULI MASTER EQUATION

In order to describe the kinetics of intraband excit
relaxation, we employ the Pauli master equation for
populationsPk(t) of the exciton states,

Ṗk52gkPk1(
k8

~Wkk8Pk82Wk8kPk!. ~11!

Here, the dot denotes the time derivative,gk5g0Fk is the
spontaneous emission rate of thekth exciton state, which is
enhanced relative to the single-molecule emission rateg0 by
a factor of Fk given by Eq. ~5!, and Wkk8 is the rate of
phonon-assisted scattering of excitons from statek8 to state
k. Within first-order perturbation theory, the latter reads

Wkk852p(
q

uVkk8
q u2@nqd~Ek2Ek82vq!

1~11nq!d~Ek2Ek81vq!#, ~12!

whereVkk8
q is given by Eq.~9! andnq5@exp(vq /T)21#21 is

the thermal occupation of theqth acoustic mode, which ha
energyvq (\5kB51). In the next section, we will use Eq
~12! to determine the scattering rates for crystalline a
glassy hosts. At this moment, we restrict ourselves to
general observation that Eq.~12! implies these rates to obe
the principle of detailed balance,

Wkk85Wk8k expS Ek82Ek

T D , ~13!

which guarantees that eventually the excitons will arrive
the proper equilibrium state, characterized by the Boltzm
distribution over energy.

The initial conditions to Eq.~11! depend on the excita
tion conditions. In the experiments on J-aggregates repo
in Refs. 11–18, the fluorescence was observed after exc
weakly allowed excitons in the high-energy tail of th
J-bands. In our numerical calculations, we will consider
addition to such blue-tail excitation, also the case of reson
excitation, where only the superradiant bottom state (k51)
is initially excited. The numerical procedure for solving E
~11! with the proper initial conditions is described in Appe
dix B.

The presence of two types of rates in the Master eq
tion ~11!, namely, for spontaneous emission and intraba
relaxation, makes the competition between both types of p
cesses explicit. Throughout this paper, we will define
limit of slow relaxation through the relationW12(T50)
!g1, which implies that at zero temperature, the phon
induced transfer between the two bottom states of the exc
band is small compared to the superradiant emission rat
the bottom state.
Downloaded 23 Aug 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
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IV. INTRABAND EXCITON SCATTERING RATES

We now turn to evaluating the scattering ratesWkk8
given by Eq.~12!. To this end, we first replace the summ
tion over the acoustic modes by an integration according
the standard rule,

(
q

5 (
a51

3

(
q

→ V
~2p!3 (

a51

3 E dq, ~14!

where V is the quantization volume. Next, to simplify th
algebra, we will restrict ourselves to an isotropic model
the acoustic phonons, implying equal speed for transve
and longitudinal sound waves,v15v25v35v. Then vq

5vuqu, so that Eq.~14! becomes

(
q

5(
q

(
a51

3

→ V
~2pv !3 (

a51

3 E dVqE dvq vq
2, ~15!

where the first integration is over the orientations ofq. Due
to thed-functions in Eq.~12!, the integration overvq can be
performed explicitly. This leads to the substitutionuqu5uEk

2Ek8u/v in any function that depends onuqu.

A. Glassy host

For an aggregate embedded in a glassy host,xnq is a
stochastic function with correlation properties given by E
~10!. This allows us to find an analytical expression for t
average ofWkk8 . Namely, using the equality

K U(
n51

N

xnqe
iq•Rn sin~Kn!sin~K8n!U2L

5uxqu2(
n51

N

sin2~Kn!sin2~K8n!5
1

4
uxqu2~N11!

in Eq. ~12! and performing the integrations overvq andVq ,
we obtain

Wkk85
W0

gl

N11 UEk2Ek8
J U3

$Q~Ek2Ek8!n~Ek2Ek8!

1Q~Ek82Ek!@11n~Ek82Ek!#%, ~16!

with

W0
gl5

J3V
8p2v5M

(
a51

3 E dVquxqu2. ~17!

Here,Q(x)51 for x.0 andQ(x)50 otherwise. As is seen
in the glassy-host modelWkk8 scales inversely proportiona
to N11, which is similar to the scaling obtained within th
stochastic fluctuation model of exciton–phonon coupli
~see, e.g., Ref. 29!. The cubic dependence ofWkk8 in Eq.
~17! on uEk2Ek8u, however, sharply contrasts with th
Lorentzian dependence obtained within the stochastic fl
tuation model, and causes the hopping process to slow d
with decreasing energy mismatch, i.e., towards the bottom
the exciton band.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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B. Crystalline host

For an aggregate embedded in a crystalline host,
havexnq5xq , which can be taken out of the summation
Eq. ~9!. The remaining geometrical series yields

Vkk8
q

5
1

N11 S uqu
2Mv D 1/2

xq

3sinQ @12~21!k1k8eiQ(N11)#

3
sinK sinK8

@cosK82cos~K1Q!#@cosK82cos~K2Q!#
,

~18!

whereQ5uqua cosu, u being the angle between the phon
wave vectorq and the aggregate axis.

Let us now estimate the value ofQ, which can be done
using uqu5uEk2Ek8u/v ~see above!. Then, for the exciton
states near the bottom of the band~the region of primary
interest!, where K,K8!1, we have Q;(aJ/v)u(3/2
2 ln K)K22(3/22 ln K8)K82u. Typical parameter values ar
a51027 cm, J5600 cm21 (231013s21), andv553105

cm/s. Thus, the factoraJ/v'4, i.e., of the order of unity.
This fact and the quadratic scaling ofQ with both K andK8
allows us to neglectQ as compared toK and K8 in the
denominator of Eq.~18! as well as to substitute sinQ by Q.
We also recall thatxq is a smooth function ofu ~see Appen-
dix A!, and thus can be replaced by a constant when integ
ing over the orientations ofq in Eq. ~12!. With these simpli-
fications, the latter integration can be performed analytica
leading to

Wkk85
W0

cr

~N11!2
sin2 K sin2 K8

uEk2Ek8u
5

J5~cosK2cosK8!4

3 f @X~ uEk2Ek8u!#

3$Q~Ek2Ek8!n~Ek2Ek8!1Q~Ek82Ek!

3@11n~Ek82Ek!#%, ~19!

where we introduced

W0
cr5

a2J5V
3pv7M

(
a51

3

uxqu2, ~20a!

X~ uEk2Ek8u!5
uEk2Ek8ua

v
~N11!, ~20b!

f ~X!512~21!k1k8
3

X F S 12
2

X2D sinX1
2

X
cosXG .

~20c!

We first note that the sine-functions in Eq.~19! reflect a
strong suppression of scattering for the exciton states
the bottom of the band as compared to those in the cente
the band. Second, the scattering between energetically c
exciton states is less probable than between well separ
ones~independent of their location within the band!, because
the factor uEk2Ek8u

5/(cosK2cosK8)4 is roughly propor-
tional to uEk2Ek8u. Finally, it turns out that in practice th
energy dependent factorf (X) is always of the order of unity
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and does not yield a further suppression of the scatte
rate. To see this, we first estimateX, which is obviously
smallest for the two bottom states,k51 andk852. Using
Eq. ~4!, one thus obtains a minimal value ofX given by
Xmin'(9p2/2N)(aJ/v). We have estimated before tha
aJ/v'4; moreover, in practice aggregate~coherence!
lengths are limited to a few hundred molecules or less.
thus find thatXmin>1, which from Eq.~20c! is seen to give
values forf that are indeed of the order of unity.

V. DEFINING THE FLUORESCENCE DECAY TIME

To characterize the fluorescence decay that follow
short-pulse excitation att50, it is most convenient to have
single decay time. The definition of such a time is straig
forward only for monoexponential decay, which, as we w
see in Sec. VI does generally not take place. In addition,
will see that, even if a decay time seems straightforward
define, it may not always relate to a time scale of radiat
emission. In this section, we address the two most obvi
definitions of a fluorescence decay time and, by apply
these definitions to the analytically solvable example of
exciton ‘‘band’’ consisting of two states only, we explain th
nature of the problems that may arise and how they are
fected by the experimental conditions.

The quantity observed in a fluorescence experimen
the radiative intensityI (t), which is the number of emitted
photons per unit time. Obviously, this equals the rate of l
of total exciton population, I (t)52 Ṗ(t), with P(t)
5(kPk(t). As in multilevel systemsI (t) generally does not
show a monoexponential decay, it is mostly impossible
obtain a lifetime from a simple exponential fit. The simple
solution is to define a decay time,te , as the time it takes the
intensity to decay to 1/e of its peak valueI (tpeak),

I ~ tpeak1te!5I ~ tpeak!/e. ~21!

We note that for blue-tail excitation generallytpeakÞ0. Alter-
natively, and maybe mathematically somewhat bet
founded, one may define a lifetime,t, as the expectation
value of the photon emission time, given by

t5E
0

`

dt I~ t ! t5E
0

`

dt P~ t !. ~22!

Clearly, for monoexponential decay,P(t)5exp(2t/t), Eq.
~22! gives the appropriate decay timet. However, also for
nonexponential fluorescence kinetics, the thus defined de
time seems to make sense. This indeed turns out to be
rect, unless the total population kinetics consists of a lar
weight component that rapidly decays and a much sma
weight very slow component, comparable in integrated a
to the fast component. Then, the tail contribution may ma
the decay time of the fast component, which for all practi
purposes should be considered the proper decay time. It
pears that such a peculiar situation may easily occur in
case of J-aggregate fluorescence, in particular in the l
where the intraband relaxation is slow compared to the sp
taneous emission from the superradiant bottom state.

To demonstrate this, we consider a model of two exci
levels, labeledk51 andk52. Level 1 is lowest in energy
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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and has a radiative emission rateg1, while level 2 is dark.
We will assume that level 1 is initially excited. The Pau
master equation~11! now reduces to

Ṗ152~g11W21!P11W12P2 , ~23a!

Ṗ252W12P21W21P1 , ~23b!

with initial conditions P1(0)51, P2(0)50. Solving Eq.
~23! through Laplace transformation, yields for the to
population,P(t)5P1(t)1P2(t), the result

P~ t !5
g1

l12l2
F S 11

W12

l2
Del2t2S 11

W12

l1
Del1tG , ~24!

where

l1,252 1
2 ~g11W121W21!

6 1
2A~g11W121W21!

224g1W12. ~25!

Substituting Eq.~24! into Eq. ~22!, we arrive at the exac
result

t5
1

g1
S 11

W21

W12
D . ~26!

From this it follows that at high temperatures (T@E22E1

and thusW215W12[W), one will get t52g1
21, indepen-

dently of the relation betweenW and g1. In the fast-
relaxation limit @defined asW12(T50)@g1, implying W
@g1 as well#, this result is not surprising, because the pop
lation is then distributed uniformly over the two levels befo
the emission occurs. As only the lower level is radiating, t
naturally leads to the effective division of the decay rate
level 1 by a factor of 2. However, in the limit of slow relax
ation at the temperature considered@i.e., not only W12(T
50)!g1, but alsoW!g1], the above result seems phys
cally counterintuitive, because in this limit only a small pa
of the population can be transferred to the upper~dark! level
before the lower level radiates, so that the upper level
mains almost unpopulated. One thus expects to find a fl
rescence decay timet5g1

21, which obviously contradicts
the exact result.

In order to discover the nature of the above contrad
tion, let us analyze in more detail the high-temperature
netics of the total population in the slow-relaxation lim
(W!g1),

P~ t !5S 12
W

g1
De2g1t1

W

g1
e2Wt. ~27!

This kinetics contains a fast exponential~first term! and a
much slower one~second term!. The fast component has th
dominant weight, 12W/g1'1@W/g1; this reflects the fact
that state 1 carries nearly all population, which decays r
idly with the decay timeg1

21. The much slower second term
of the kinetics describes the decay of that~small! part of the
total population that is transferred to level 2. Substituting E
~27! into Eq. ~22! yields t52g1

21, i.e., twice as large as
expected from the physical arguments. This originates fr
the long-time tail in the second term, which gives, despite
small weight, a contribution tot that is exactly equal to the
one from the fast component.
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In the opposite limit of fast relaxation,W@g1, we have

P~ t !5
g1

4W
e22Wt1S 12

g1

4WDe2~g1/2!t. ~28!

The first term, having a small weight, describes the fast~on
the scale of 1/g1) equilibration of the population over bot
levels. After that, the total population decays with the ra
g1/2. We now arrive att52g1

21, which meets our physica
expectation. Thus, in the fast-relaxation limit the definiti
Eq. ~22! as fluorescence decay time seems to work prope

To end this section, we reconsider the slow- and fa
relaxation limits, but now usingte for the decay time. In the
slow-relaxation limit, W!g1, the intensity analog of Eq
~27! reads

I ~ t !5g1e2g1t1
W2

g1
e2Wt. ~29!

Obviously, the second~slower! exponential has a negligible
weight compared to the first~fast! one and we arrive atte

5g1
21, which is the physically expected value and does

suffer from the long-time tail.
In the fast-relaxation limit the intensity analog to E

~28! is given by

I ~ t !5
g1

2
Se22Wt1e2

g1

2 t D . ~30!

Here, the fast and slow components have equal weights
that the intensity will decay rapidly~within t'W21) to half
of its initial value, I (0)5g1. This reflects the already en
countered fact that due to the fast transfer of population
level 2, the effective radiative constant is reduced fromg1 to
g1/2. It is straightforward to generalize this to the situati
where l nonradiating levels are rapidly populated due to
traband relaxation from the superradiant level. At time ze
only the lowest state is populated, and the intensity is giv
by its decay rateg1. However, the population of that state
very rapidly ~within a time;1/W!1/g1) redistributed over
all l states, which will cause the effective rate to drop by
factor l 11 and thus also give an intensity drop fromg1 to
g1 /( l 11) over a time scale 1/W. This results in a value for
te in the order of the inverse relaxation rate (1/W), which
has nothing to do with the actual radiative emission tim
scale in the system.

In conclusion, both most obvious definitions of the flu
rescence decay time,t andte , may lead to counterintuitive
results when trying to interpret them as exciton radiat
lifetimes. This is unavoidable, due to the role of intraba
relaxation, and simply means that all such measures sh
be considered with care and in relation to the experime
conditions. In the next section, we will see the above pe
liarities show up for actual aggregates as well.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We now turn to our numerical study of the temperatu
dependence of the exciton fluorescence decay time in
molecular aggregates, described by the model presente
Sec. II. In all calculations, we have considered an aggreg
of 100 molecules, which is a typical exciton coheren
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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length for cyanine aggregates at low temperature. The mo
mer radiative rate was set tog05231025J, which yields for
the radiative rate of the superradiantk51 exciton stateg1

50.84(N11)g051.6831023J. In order to obtain actua
time, frequency, and temperature scales, we have used
our graphs the valueJ5600 cm21 (1.831013s21), which is
appropriate for PIC J-aggregates. This translates tog053.6
3108 s21 and g153.031010s21, which are indeed typica
of monomer and aggregate radiative decay rates. Finally,
useful to note that for an aggregate of 100 molecules,
separation between the two lowest exciton states from
~4! is found to beD[E22E1'0.01J.

We will present results for four types of situations. Fir
we will consider a glassy host, where we distinguish betw
initial excitation of the superradiant bottom (k51) state and
blue-tail initial excitation. Next, we reconsider both cases
a crystalline host.

A. Glassy host

First of all, let us estimate the value of the parameterW0
gl

that distinguishes between the limits of fast and slow rel
ation. To this end, we equateW12(T50) to g1. Substituting
E22E1'0.01J into Eq. ~16!, one obtainsW0 c

gl '105J. For
W0

gl.W0 c
gl (W0

gl,W0 c
gl ), we are in the fast~slow! relaxation

limit. As argued in the Introduction, we will mostly be inte
ested in the slow limit.

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the fluorescence decay timet measured
in units of 1/g1 after bottom excitation of an aggregate of lengthN5100
with J5600 cm21. The glassy host exciton scattering model was used w
scattering strengthW0

gl/J510 ~solid!, 102 ~dashed!, and 104 ~dotted!. The
thicker dots indicate the data points generated in our numerical simulat
while the curves provide a smooth guide to the eye. Data in~a! were calcu-
lated using the definition Eq.~22!, while in ~b!, the long-time tail of the total
population kinetics was neglected by truncating the integral in Eq.~22! at
tmax for which P(tmax)50.1.
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1. Bottom excitation

Figure 1 shows theT dependence of the fluorescen
decay timet for three different values of the exciton scatte
ing strength (W0

gl510J,102J, and 104J), calculated after di-
rect initial excitation of the superradiant statek51. The data
presented in Fig. 1~a! were obtained using the definition Eq
~22!, where the time-integration was carried out until t
total population had decayed to the valueP(tmax)50.005
~which for all practical purposes agrees with integrating un
t5`), while in Fig. 1~b! we used a relaxed definition, with
P(tmax)50.1, thus ignoring any long-time tails~cf. Sec. V!.
For further discussion of this figure, it is convenient to al
plot the time dependence of the total populationP(t) and the
partial populationsPk(t) of the lowest four exciton state
(k51, . . . ,4),which is done in Figs. 2 and 3 for three di
ferent temperatures, in the caseW0

gl510J.
Analyzing Fig. 1, we first note that all curves yield aT

50 decay time that equals the superradiant lifetime,g1
21, of

statek51 @the small deviation fromg1
21 in Fig. 1~b! is due

to the truncation of the integral in Eq.~22!#. This is the
natural result, because at zero temperature, the exciton
ated in the lowest~superradiant! state cannot be scattered
the higher~weakly radiating! states, due to the absence
phonons. Being stuck in the bottom state, the exciton emi
photon on the average after a timeg1

21 has passed, meanin
that the fluorescence decay time actually reflects the em
sion process itself. The fact that at low temperatures, ha
any excitation is transferred to the higher exciton states
fore emission takes place, is clearly visible in Figs. 2~a! and
3~a!.

h

s,

FIG. 2. Kinetics of the total population@P(t), solid line# and the population
of the bottom exciton state@P1(t), dotted line# following bottom excitation
of the same aggregate as in Fig. 1 withW0

gl510J at three different tempera-
tures,T517 K ~a!, 42 K ~b!, and 84 K~c!. Clearly seen is the occurrence o
a long-time tail inP(t) at T542 K, caused by transferring a small amou
of the population from the statek51 to the statek52, and its disappearanc
again atT584 K.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Next, increasing the temperature fromT50, we observe
a well-pronounced plateau in the value oft ~if W0

gl!W0 c
gl

5105J). The plateau is seen to widen with decreasingW0
gl .

The physics of this phenomenon is clear:t will only increase
if the presence of the higher lying dark exciton states
comes noticeable, i.e., if those states actually become p
lated through exciton–phonon scattering before the energ
spontaneously emitted from the bottom state. Estima
such effects to become visible if 10% of the excitons u
dergo such scattering before emission, we may calculate
extent, Tpl , of the plateau by requiring that(kWk1(Tpl)
50.1g1. The left-hand side in this criterion is the total sca
tering rate out of the bottom statek51 at T5Tpl .

To obtain an analytical estimate ofTpl , we first replace
the summation overk by an integration according to th
standard rule(k→@(N11)/p#*0

`dK. This step implies that
many exciton levels fall within the energy interval@0,Tpl#. In
view of the nearly quadratic dispersion near the bottom
the exciton band, the values ofK that mainly contribute to
the integral, are of the order ofKpl5(Tpl /J)1/2. As by as-
sumptionKpl@K1[p/(N11), we thus also typically have
K@K1, which allows us to approximate (Ek2E1)/uJu
'(3/22 ln K)K2. Finally, we substitute lnK by lnKpl , be-
cause this function is changing slowly in the interval close
Kpl , where the dominant contribution to the integral com
from. Now, the integral may be performed, to yield

(
k

Wk,1~Tpl!5
15W0

gl

16Ap

Kpl
7

~3/22 ln Kpl!
1/2

. ~31!

Thus, we arrive at a transcendental equation forKpl

5(Tpl /J)1/2,

FIG. 3. As Fig. 2, but now are shown the populations of the exciton st
k52 ~solid!, k53 ~dashed!, andk54 ~dotted!.
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Kpl
7

~3/22 ln Kpl!
1/2

5
8Ap

75

g1

W0
gl

. ~32!

If we apply this estimate toW0
gl5102J and W0

gl510J, we
find Tpl528 K andTpl552 K, respectively. These values a
in a good agreement with the data presented in Fig. 1~b! and
approximately twice as large as those presented in Fig. 1~a!.
We conclude that the long tail of the total population kine
ics, which exists at elevated temperatures due to popula
of the higher exciton states@cf. Figs. 2~b! and 3~b!# decreases
the extent of the plateau by a factor of 2. This is due to
overestimating effect which such tails have on the radiat
lifetime defined through Eq.~22! ~see discussion in Sec. V!.

We note that the estimate Eq.~32! is not applicable to
the caseW0

gl5104J, as it yieldsTpl'7.5 K, which is smaller
than the energy differenceD between the two lowest excito
states. Thus, replacing thek summation by an integration i
not allowed for this scattering strength. The small plate
that can still be observed forW0

gl5104J, originates from the
discreteness of the exciton levels.

For temperatures beyondTpl , all curves in Fig. 1 show
an increase oft, due to the population of dark states. As
observed, at higher temperatures all curves approach
asymptotic curve that has an approximateT1/2 behavior. The
latter reflects two facts:~i! the excitons reach thermal equ
librium before the emission occurs@see Figs. 2~c! and 3~c!,
where the lowest few exciton states are seen to quickly
quire equal populations# and ~ii ! the number of states tha
become populated is approximately proportional toT1/2 due
to the approximate (E2E1)21/2 behavior of the density of
exciton states near the bottom of the band. A small devia
from the T1/2-dependence is expected, because the e
spectrum, Eq. ~4!, differs logarithmically from the
K2-dependence characteristic for the nearest-neighbor
proximation.

We finally note that at higher temperatures and~or!
higher scattering strength, the curves in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!
approach each other. This is due to the fact that a large
of the population is then transferred from the initially excit
bottom state to the dark states before emission occurs. A
result, there is no special long-time tail in the kinetics of t
total population anymore. To illustrate this, consider Fig
2~b! and 2~c!. In the former, a separate long-time tail is st
seen to follow the fast initial decay, while in the latter th
overall kinetics time scale has become longer.

To complete the discussion for bottom excitation, w
briefly consider the alternative definitionte for the fluores-
cence decay time. The corresponding results are plotte
Fig. 4. As in Fig. 1, we observe a plateau, whose ext
correlates well with that in Fig. 1~b!. This confirms our ob-
servation below Eq.~29! that the measurete does not suffer
from the slow-tail problem. However, beyond the platea
the curves in Fig. 4 differ drastically from those in Fig. 1 a
are counterintuitive, as they go down instead of up. This
due to a rapid decrease of the emission intensity, not bec
of radiation from the bottom state, but because populatio
rapidly transferred from this state to the higher lying da
states@see discussion below Eq.~30!#. This is illustrated
clearly by Fig. 5, which showsI (t) for four temperatures a

s
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W0
gl5104J. With increasing temperature, the initial decay

the intensity becomes faster, while its tail~reached after
equilibration! slows down. The latter is the intuitive effect o
the radiative decay time, but this is not captured by the de
time te .

2. Blue-tail excitation

We now turn to the case where the initial excitation tak
place above the bottom of the exciton band. Then sponta
ous emission can only occur after the exciton has relaxe
the bottom state. Obviously, in the slow-relaxation limit th
may cause a bottleneck for the emission process. This
flects itself in a particular temperature dependence of
fluorescence decay time. In Fig. 6 we depictt(T), calculated
using Eq.~22!, for initial excitation of theki57 exciton state
for W0

gl5104J. Clearly, the observed behavior differs dras
cally from the one found for bottom state excitation, in p
ticular at low temperatures. First of all, atT50, t deviates
from g1

21, which for bottom excitation was always found
be the zero-temperature decay rate. Furthermore, the c
shows a region wheret decreases upon increasingT. The
noted peculiarities originate from the interplay between
traband relaxation and spontaneous emission. We will cla
this further by estimating the scattering ratesWk7 that feature
in this interplay forT50.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the fluorescence decay timete defined
in Eq. ~21!, calculated for the same system and conditions as in Fig
Curves labeled as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 5. Fluorescence intensity as a function of time for the same syste
in Fig. 1, using bottom excitation and a scattering strengthW0

gl5104J.
Curves correspond toT50 K ~solid!, 8 K ~dashed!, 17 K ~dotted!, and 84 K
~dashed–dotted!.
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Due to the cubic dependence ofWkki
on uEk2Eki

u @Eq.
~16!#, the transitions from the initial exciton stateki to the
ones with quantum numbersk51 and 2 are the most prob
able; moreover, the corresponding rates are almost equ
each other. This is becauseE72E1 andE72E2 both are of
the order of 0.1J, while they differ from each other byD
'0.01J. For estimates, we will useE7522.3J, which for
N5100 leads to theW17'W27'1025W0

gl . Thus, for our ex-
ample case ofW0

gl5104J, we arrive atW17'0.1J'102g1.
This means that the population from the initially excited st
is transferred rapidly~on the scale ofg1

21) to the statesk
51 andk52. Thek51 state decays radiatively with the ra
g1, while thek52 state only decays via relaxation to thek
51 state. The rate of the latter process is given byW12

'0.1g1. This relationship between the dominant rates lea
to a biexponential kinetics of the total population; a fast d
cay with a time constant;g1

21, followed by a slow decay
with time constant;W12

21 . This analysis is nicely confirmed
by Fig. 7, in which the kinetics of the total populationP(t)
as well as the partial populationsP1(t) andP2(t) states are
shown. Both exponentials are seen to have compar
weight, as was to be expected, because the relaxation
from the excited stateki57 into the statesk51 andk52 are

.

as

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the fluorescence decay timet @Eq. ~22!#
for an aggregate of lengthN5100 withJ5600 cm21 after initial excitation
of the k57 state. The glassy-host exciton scattering model was used
scattering strengthW0

gl5104J. The dots indicate the data points generated
our numerical simulations, while the curve provides a smooth guide to
eye.

FIG. 7. Zero-temperature kinetics of the total populationP(t) ~solid line!
and the populationsP1(t) ~dashed! and P2(t) ~dotted! of the two lowest
exciton states for the same system and conditions as considered in F
The figure clearly shows a biexponential behavior ofP(t).
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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roughly equal. As a consequence, the integrated contribu
of the slow component dominates over the one deriving fr
the fast component, which explains why the value oft(T
50) in Fig. 6 is larger thang1

21. The same arguments ex
plain why at low temperaturet goes down upon increasin
T; this is simply due to the fact thatW12 increases with
increasing the temperature, so that the contribution of
slower component tot diminishes. If temperature increase
further, W12 becomes larger thang1 and we approach the
limit of fast ~on the time scale of emission! equilibration.
Then t(T) should not strongly depend on the initial cond
tion anymore, which is why Fig. 6 at higher temperatures
very similar to Fig. 1.

At small W0
gl , the decay scenario differs from the on

described above. Let us, for instance, takeW0
gl510J, so that

W17'1024J'0.1g1. Now, the intraband relaxation is s
slow that it completely governs the total population dec
Again, a biexponential behavior is found in the populati
kinetics, with the fast component now being limited by t
rate W17, while the slow one is again characterized by t
~now very slow! rateW12. This limit of extremely slow re-
laxation is illustrated in Fig. 8.

Finally, we address theT-dependence of the decay tim
defined byte @Eq. ~21!#. The results are presented in Fig.
for three scattering strengths and, for further clarification,
corresponding kinetics atT50 is shown in Fig. 10. At shor
times, before the excitation is scattered to the band bott

FIG. 8. As Fig. 7, but now forW0
gl510J.

FIG. 9. As Fig. 6, except that nowte @Eq. ~21!# has been used as measu
of the fluorescence decay time. Curves correspond to the scattering str
W0

gl/J510 ~solid!, 102 ~dashed!, and 104 ~dotted!.
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the intensity is very small, as the emission rateg7 is small
@Eq. ~5!#. The intensity then grows due to population of th
bottom state~s! through intraband relaxation and, after reac
ing a maximum, it finally decays again with a rate that m
be interpreted as the relaxed exciton’s radiative rate. T
results in a temperature dependence ofte that is again char-
acterized by a low-temperature plateau. This plateau o
occurs atte5g1

21 if the relaxation is sufficiently fast to
bring all population down to the bottom state before em
sion from it starts. For the small scattering strengthW0

gl

510J, this is seen not to be the case. In contrast to the c
of bottom excitation~Fig. 4!, the plateau is generally fol
lowed by an increasing decay time. The reason is that n
the populations of all exciton levels have indeed equilibra
by the time the spontaneous decay from the bottom s
starts. This is not the case forW0

gl510J, which explains the
more complicatedT dependence observed in Fig. 9.

B. Crystalline host

Similar to the case of the glassy-host model of excito
phonon scattering, we have carried out a series of nume
calculations for the crystalline-host model. In many respe
the essential physics within both models is the same and
will therefore discuss in detail only the new features, deal
with the already discussed phenomena only in passing.

As before, we first estimate the value ofW0
cr that distin-

guishes between the limits of fast and slow relaxation. Re
that this implies equatingW12(T50) to g1. Using in Eq.
~19! with k51, k852 the approximations sin@p/(N11)#
'p/(N11), sin@2p/(N11)#'2p/(N11), E22E1'0.01uJu,
and f (X)51, we arrive atW0 c

cr '105J, which happens to be
equal to the critical scattering strength for the glassy-h
model.

1. Bottom excitation

In Fig. 11 we depictt(T), calculated after direct initial
excitation of the bottom exciton state, for three different sc
tering strengths:W0

cr5102J, 103J, and 104J. Figure 11~a!
shows the results using the definition Eq.~22! by integrating
up to the timetmax, where the total exciton population ha
decayed toP(tmax)50.005 ~i.e., up tot5` for all practical
purposes!, while in Fig. 11~b! the slow-tail contribution tot

gth

FIG. 10. Fluorescence intensity as a function of time for an aggregat
lengthN5100 with J5600 cm21 after initial excitation of thek57 state.
The glassy-host exciton scattering model was used with scattering stre
W0

gl/J510 ~solid!, 102 ~dashed!, and 104 ~dotted!.
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is discarded by integrating only until the time at whic
P(tmax)50.1. As in the case of the glassy host~Fig. 1!, all
curves start from the same point~corresponding to the radia
tive lifetime g1

21 of the superradiant statek51), then show
a plateau, and finally go up with increasing temperature.

As in Sec. VI A 1, we estimate the extentTpl of the
plateau by equating(kWk1(Tpl) to 0.1g1. Substituting (Ek

2E1)/(cosK2cosK1)'2J(3/22 ln K) @typically K@K1

[p/(N11)] and performing the summation overk in a
manner similar to the glassy-host model, one obtains

Kpl
5 ~3/22 ln Kpl!

5/25
~N11!3

60p3/2

g1

W0
cr

, ~33!

where Kpl5(Tpl /J)1/2. Solving this equation for W0
cr

5102J,103J, and 104J, we find as estimatesTpl5100 K, 34
K, and 11 K, respectively, in good agreement with the n
merical data in Fig. 11~b!. We note thatTpl is larger than
obtained within the glassy-host model at the same scatte
strength W0. This results from the fact that within th
crystalline-host model,Wkk8 increases more slowly with
uEk2Ek8u than within the glassy-host model.

2. Blue-tail excitation

Without showing figures, we mention that the tempe
ture dependence oft for blue-side excitation exhibits th
same general behavior as in the case of a glassy hos
particular, we again find that~i! the zero-temperature valu
of t @calculated through Eq.~22!# deviates fromg1

21 and~ii !
a region exists wheret decreases with increasingT. As in
Sec. VI A 2, the physical interpretation of these peculiarit
is based on the interplay of intraband relaxation and emis
processes. However, the scenario of the intraband relaxa
in the present model differs considerably from that in t

FIG. 11. As Fig. 1, but now using the crystalline-host model for exci
scattering. Curves correspond to scattering strengthsW0

cr/J5102 ~solid!, 103

~dashed!, and 104 ~dotted!.
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glassy-host model. While in the latter we found that rela
ation from the excitation window directly to the bottom o
the band has the highest probability, in the present case
relaxation occurs preferably through several intermed
states, which may, in fact, act as a bottleneck. We will sh
this below.

Let us analyze the zero-temperature relaxation rate fr
an initially excited exciton stateki to a low-lying statek. For
the sake of simplicity, we will use several approximations:~i!
the nearest-neighbor approximation for the exciton ene
spectrum,Ek522J1JK2, ~ii ! f (X)51, and~iii ! ki ,k!N.
Then, the scattering rate Eq.~19! takes the form,

Wkki
5

16W0
crK1

6

~N11!2
ki

2k2~ki
22k2!, ~34!

which reaches its maximum atk25ki
2/2: Wki /A2,ki

5@W0/4(N11)2#K1
6ki

6 . This scattering rate is to be com
pared with the one to the superradiant state withk51. Ne-
glecting 1 as compared toki

2 in the last factor of Eq.~34! for
k51, one obtains

W1ki
5

16W0
crK1

6

~N11!2
ki

45
4

ki
2 Wki /A2,ki

, ~35!

i.e., W1ki
!Wki /A2,ki

. From this we conclude that jumpin
directly to the bottom state is unlikely, so that after excitati
in a high-lying state, the exciton has to make several rel
ation steps to reach the superradiantk51 state. In the limit
of fast relaxation,W12.g1, this will certainly occur and it
will do so before the exciton decays through spontane
emission. By contrast, in the slow-relaxation limit,W12

,g1, the stepwise relaxation may be stopped at some in
mediate band statek8 and the exciton may never reach th
bottom state. The reason is that each step downhill decre
the relaxation rate by a factor of 8@cf. Eq. ~34!#, so that at
some point the rate for making the next step,(kWkk8 , may
become comparable to or smaller than the spontaneous e
sion rate from the corresponding state,gk8 . Then,gk8 will
determine the exciton fluorescence decay time.

Figure 12 nicely illustrates the above described scen

FIG. 12. Zero-temperature kinetics of the total populationP(t) ~solid line!
and the populationsP1(t) ~dashed!, P2(t) ~dotted!, and P3(t) ~dashed–
dotted! of the three lowest exciton states for an aggregate ofN5100 mol-
ecules withJ5600 cm21 after initial excitation of thek57 state. The
crystalline-host exciton scattering model was used with scattering stre
W0

cr5104J.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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of relaxation. Here, we plotted the numerically calculat
zero-temperature kinetics of the total populationP(t) as well
as the partial populationsPk(t) for k51, 2, and 3 using a
scattering strengthW0

cr5104J andki57 for the initially ex-
cited exciton state. Indeed it is seen that at the early stag
the kinetics only a small part of the initial population
transferred to the bottom statek51, while the higher states
k52 and 3 accumulate almost all population. After this ea
population transfer, thek53 state first relaxes to the state
k52 andk51. This becomes clear from the values ofW13

and W23, which from Eq.~19! with the present parameter
(W0

cr5104J and N5100! are found to be W1351.24
31023J and W2350.6231023J. At the same time, the ra
diative decay rate of thek53 state equalsg35g1/950.19
31023J, which is an order of magnitude smaller than t
total radiationless relaxation rate of this state,W131W23

'1.8631023J ~0.034 ps21 in frequency units!. Thus, the
rateW131W23 is expected to govern the decay of thek53
state, which is in perfect agreement with the numerical d
in Fig. 12. Finally, thek52 state slowly relaxes to thek
51 state (W12

21'10g1
21'300 ps!, determining the long-tail

decay of the total population. Also this time scale sho
excellent agreement with the numerical data.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we numerically studied the temperat
dependence of the fluorescence decay time of 1D Fre
excitons in J-aggregates resulting from their vibratio
assisted redistribution over the exciton band after pulsed
citation of a subset of states. The redistribution was mode
using a Pauli master equation that accounts for the scatte
between exciton levels. We considered two models for
scattering rates in this equation. In one we assumed the
medium to have a glassy~disordered! character, while in the
other it was assumed to be crystalline. It appeared that
exciton scattering rates, corresponding to these two mod
differ considerably from each other.

We have paid particular attention to the definition of t
fluorescencedecay time and its relation to theradiative de-
cay time. We have considered two definitions. The first (t) is
the expectation time of photon emission, which equals
time-integrated kinetics of the total exciton populationP(t),
while the second (te) uses the 1/e time of the fluorescence
intensity I (t)52 Ṗ(t), as is often done in experiments. W
have shown that for an exciton system in the presence
intraband relaxation, it is sometimes difficult to extract info
mation on the radiative decay time on the basis of meas
ments of the fluorescence kinetics. The potential pitfalls t
may mask the real radiative decay time have been elucid
using a simple model that contains only two exciton state
well as by analyzing numerical results for linear J-aggrega
for various initial conditions and exciton–phonon scatter
strengths.

We have found that, independently of the intraband sc
tering model, the interplay between the intraband relaxa
and the superradiant decay in combination with the type
fluorescence excitation~direct excitation of the superradian
bottom state or initial excitation of higher-lying weakly rad
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ating states!, crucially affects the physics of the fluorescen
kinetics. For bottom excitation and at zero temperature,
exciton remains in the superradiant state until the radia
relaxation occurs. Upon increasing the temperature, pop
tion is transferred to the higher-energy weakly radiati
states, giving rise to a slowing down of the radiative dec
This process only starts when the vibration-assisted sca
ing rate from the bottom exciton state to the higher on
approaches the superradiant emission rate. As a result
temperature dependence of the fluorescence decay
shows a plateau that extends further for slower intrab
scattering strength. In the plateau region, the superrad
damping rate determines the fluorescence decay. Beyond
plateau, the fluorescence decay time goes up with increa
temperature and eventually approaches aT1/2-scaling. The
latter reflects the fact that the excitons arrive at thermal eq
librium within the time scale of photon emission. Und
these conditions, the fluorescence lifetimet reflects the ex-
citon radiative lifetime, while the decay timete at higher
temperatures measures the upward scattering rate from
bottom state, rather than the radiative decay time.

In the case of initial excitation of high-lying excito
states, the physical picture of the exciton emission proc
strongly depends on the ratio of the rates for intraband s
tering and exciton superradiance. If the former is faster th
the latter, the excitons created initially in the weakly radi
ing states are rapidly~on the scale of the exciton supe
radiant emission! transferred to the superradiant state. T
subsequent dynamics of emission is similar to the one fo
for direct excitation of the bottom state. By contrast, if t
intraband scattering is slower than the superradiant emiss
the former represents the bottleneck for radiative decay
determines the exciton fluorescence decay time. In particu
the zero-temperature value of the fluorescence decay
may then considerably deviate from the superradiant va
Furthermore, under these conditions, the fluorescence d
time may actually go down with increasing temperature
small temperatures, because the fluorescence kinetics a
temperatures then simply reflects the slow intraband re
ation, rather than the exciton radiative rate. At higher te
peratures the fluorescence decay time eventually approa
again theT1/2-behavior, because the vibration-assisted rel
ation rates increase and the excitons arrive at thermal e
librium before emission.

The above conclusions lead to the general important
servation that was anticipated in the Introduction alrea
namely that time-resolved fluorescence experiments do
necessarily measure the exciton radiative lifetime. Whet
or not they do, apparently depends on the excitation con
tion and the rate of intraband relaxation as compared to
rate of exciton radiative emission. In particular, for excitati
high in the exciton band under conditions of slow relaxati
@which seems to be relevant to PIC~Ref. 23!#, the fluores-
cence experiment measures the intraband relaxation
This conclusion is of special importance at low temperatur
when the exciton subsystem after excitation is far from th
mal equilibrium. This also has obvious implications for th
possibility to extract the low-temperature exciton coheren
length from radiative lifetime measurements. If the intraba
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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relaxation is slow, this cannot be done using blue-tail exc
tion. Rather, only resonant excitation of the fluorescence
then give the desired information, as this directly probes
optically active states characterized by the exciton cohere
length. Alternatively, resonant pump–probe spectrosc
may be used to obtain this information.30–32
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF THE
EXCITON-VIBRATION COUPLING

We start with the Hamiltonian in the form,2

Hex2vib5 (
n51

N

(
s

dUsnun&^nu, ~A1a!

dUsn5S ]Usn

]Rsn
D

0

•~dRs2dRn!. ~A1b!

Here, Usn is the interaction of the excited aggregate m
ecule n with a surrounding molecules ~either a host mol-
ecule or another aggregate molecule, the latter being in
ground state!. Furthermore,dUsn is the variation of this en-
ergy resulting from the displacements,dRs and dRn , of
these molecules from their equilibrium positions. The su
script ‘‘0’’ denotes that the derivative must be taken at t
equilibrium value ofRsn .

We express the displacement operators in terms of
erators of the normal vibration modes, labeledq, in the stan-
dard way (\51)

dRn5(
q

S 1

2vq
D 1/2

Qnqaq1h.c. ~A2!

Here,vq andQnq are, respectively, the eigenfrequencies a
eigenvectors of the vibration Hamiltonian of the entire s
tem ~host1aggregates!, andaq (aq

†) is the annihilation~cre-
ation! operator of this mode. Within the normal mode rep
sentation, the Hamiltonian~A1a! takes the form,

Hex2vib5 (
n51

N

(
q

Vnqun&^nuaq1h.c., ~A3a!

Vnq5(
s

S 1

2vq
D 1/2S ]Usn

]Rsn
D

0

•~Qsq2Qnq!. ~A3b!

As motivated in the main text, we focus on the coupli
of excitons to acoustic phonons, in which case theQnq are
represented by plane waves,

Qnq5S 1

M D 1/2

uqeiq•Rn, ~A4!

where the mode indexq5(q,a) specifies the wave numbe
(q) and polarization (a51,2,3) of the acoustic phonons,M
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is the mass of the total system, anduq is the polarization
vector of the acoustic modeq. Note that, in contrast to the
case of optical phonons,uq does not depend on the molecul
position. The dispersion relation in the long-wavelength lim
is given by vq5vauqu, v15v25v t and v35v l being the
speed of transverse and longitudinal sound, respectively

Substituting Eq.~A4! into Eq. ~A3b!, we obtain

Vnq5S 1

2Mvq
D 1/2

eiq•Rn(
s

S ]Usn

]Rsn
uqD

0

3@eiq•(Rs2Rn)21#. ~A5!

As Usn decreases fast with increasing distanceuRsnu, only
the nearest surroundings contribute to the sum in Eq.~A5!.
As a result, we may expand the exponential inside this s
keeping only the first two terms. Doing so and using t
dispersion relationvq5vauqu, we get

Vnq5 i S uqu
2Mva

D 1/2

xnq eiq•Rn, ~A6!

where we introduced

xnq5(
s

S ]Usn

]Rsn
uqD

0

q•~Rs2Rn!

uqu
. ~A7!

In a crystalline host medium,xnq does not depend on th
position of the molecule in the aggregate, while it is a s
chastic function of this position in the case of a disorde
host medium. It should be noted thatxnq depends only on
the orientation of the phonon wave vectorq. Moreover, due
to the summation over many surrounding molecules, this
pendence is expected to be rather smooth.

APPENDIX B: NUMERICAL ALGORITHM FOR
SOLVING THE PAULI MASTER EQUATION

To solve the Pauli master equation Eq.~11!, we use the
numerical procedure proposed in Ref. 24, based on pas
from the equation’s differential form to its integral version

Pk~ t !5Pk~0!e2Wkt1(
k8

Wkk8E
0

t

dt8e2Wk(t2t8)Pk8~ t8!.

~B1!

Here,Wk5gk1(k8Wk8k is the total rate of population los
from statek, both due to scattering and due to spontane
emission. The equivalence of Eq.~B1! to Eq. ~11! is proved
by straightforward differentiation of the former. Next, usin
Eq. ~B1!, one relatesPk(t1dt) to Pk(t) through

Pk~ t1dt !5Pk~ t !e2Wkdt1
1

Wk
~12e2Wkdt!

3(
k8

Wkk8Pk8~ t !. ~B2!

Finally, to avoid divergencies at smallWk in Eq. ~B2!, we
expand

1

Wk
~12e2Wkdt!5dtS 12

1

2
Wkdt D . ~B3!
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The iteration procedure defined by Eq.~B2! in combination
with Eq. ~B3! turned out to provide a stable numerical alg
rithm to solve the master equation.
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